“Bouquet Of Hope”

Paper Pumpkin Stamp Sets—February 2021

Enjoy these ten awesome card tutorials to see what all the BUZZ is about each month! My “Paper Pumpkin” Subscribers! Receive a download each month with extra inspiration to keep using their stamp set included in their kit.

As a token of my gratitude, here are ten one-of-a-kind project tutorials for you to enjoy! These projects show the many different and fun ways to use the exclusive stamp sets that come in our monthly kits.

If you wish to have an insert for the clear case to hold your stamp set CLICK HERE to print the insert of this month’s stamp set. These inserts fit in the #119105 standard clear case.
Supplies

- **Stamp Set**: Bouquet of Hope - Paper Pumpkin February 2021
- **Cardstocks**: Bumblebee - 153077, Basic White -159229, Calypso Coral - 122925
- **Stampin’ Pads**: Mossy Meadow - 147111 *also in your kit
- **Stampin’ Blends**: Calypso Coral – 154881, Petal Pink – 154893, Daffodil Delight - 154883
- **Miscellaneous**: Ornate Garden Combo Ribbon -152479, Basic Pattern Decorative Masks -150697, Blending Brushes – 153611, Stampin’ Dimensionals – 104430, Mini Glue Dots - 103683, adhesive of your choice

**Measurements:**

- Bumblebee: 4¼ x 11 score at 5½ for card base
- Calypso Coral: 3-5/8 x 4-7/8, 4 x 5¼, 1-3/8 x 1-3/8
- Basic White: 2 pieces 3½ x 4¾, 3 x 3½, 1¼ x 1¼
- Ribbon: 8”

If you like this technique, you will definitely want to subscribe to the March kit.
Instructions:

1. Tack one piece of Basic White 3½ x 4¾ to scrap piece of paper. Place one of the decorative masks over the Basic White. You can tack this down as well so that it doesn't move on you.

2. Using a Blending Brush and Mossy Meadow Ink, brush ink over the mask. I made some areas darker than others. Adhere this layer to the 3-5/8 x 4-7/8 Calypso Coral layer, and then onto the card base.

3. Stamp the greeting onto the small Basic White square with Mossy Meadow ink. Using the blending brush, lightly ink the edges. Adhere to the Calypso Coral square with Stampin' Dimensionals and then onto card front.

4. Stamp the flower bouquet onto the 3 x 3½ Basic White piece with Mossy Meadow.

5. Color the bouquet with Stampin' Blends markers listed above. Hand-cut the bouquet and lightly brush some Mossy Meadow ink on the edges with the Blending Brush.

6. Adhere the bouquet to the card front with Stampin' Dimensionals.

7. Tie the ribbon into a bow and adhere to bouquet with a mini glue dot.

8. For the inside, stamp the sentiment in Mossy Meadow onto the 3½ x 4¾ Basic White. Stamp the bouquet onto the bottom right corner with Mossy Meadow ink. Adhere to the 4 x 5¼ Calypso Coral layer and then to the inside of the card.

9. Stamp the bouquet onto the envelope as well using Mossy Meadow ink.
Bouquet of Hope Extra – Here For You
February 2021

Supplies
• **Stamp Set:** Bouquet of Hope - Paper Pumpkin February 2021
• **Cardstocks:** Basic White Thick - 159229, Basic White - 159276, Mossy Meadow – 133676
• **Stampin' Pads:** Mossy Meadow - 147111*also in your kit, Tuxedo Black Memento – 132708
• **Stampin' Blends:** Mossy Meadow Combo Pack (Light) - 154890
• **Miscellaneous:** Dainty Diamonds 3D Embossing Folder - 152702, Stampin’ Dimensionals – 104430, Rhinestone Basic Jewels – 144220, adhesive of your choice

Measurements:
• Basic White Thick 8 1/2 x 5 ½ score at 4 ¼ card base
• Basic White 5 ¼ x 4, 4 ¾ x 3 ½, 3 ¾ x 3, 1 ½ x 4 ¼, ½ x 2 ¾
• Mossy Meadow 5 x 3 ¾

Instructions:
1. Onto a ½ x 2 ¾ piece of Basic White card stock stamp the sentiment ‘I’ll Always Be Here For You’ with Tuxedo Black Memento ink. Cut a ‘V’ on the right end of the sentiment to create a flag.
2. Stamp the bouquet image onto a 3 ¾ x 3 piece of Basic White card stock using Tuxedo Black Memento ink. Color with Mossy Meadow Stampin' Blends. Fussy cut around the image.

3. Place a 1 ½ x 4 ¼ piece of Basic White card stock into the Dainty Diamonds 3D Embossing Folder and run through the die cutting machine to emboss.

4. Assemble all layers onto Basic White Thick card base front.

5. Attach bouquet to card front using Stampin’ Dimensionals.

6. Attach sentiment to card front using adhesive of your choice.

7. Embellish with Rhinestone Basic Jewels which have been colored with Mossy Meadow Stampin’ Blends (Dark).

8. Inside stamp the bouquet using Memento black ink. Color with Mossy Meadow Stampin' Blends (Light)

Bouquet of Hope Extra – Always Here for You
February 2021

Supplies

- **Stamp Set**: Bouquet of Hope - Paper Pumpkin February 2021
- **Cardstocks**: Basic White - 159276, Flirty Flamingo - 141416, Mossy Meadow - 133676
- **Stampin’ Pads**: Flirty Flamingo - 147052, Tuxedo Black Memento - 132708
- **Stampin’ Blends**: So Saffron - 154905, Flirty Flamingo - 154884, Old Olive - 154892, Mossy Meadow - 154890
- **Miscellaneous**: Paper Trimmer (to add score lines on front of card) - 152392, adhesive of your choice

Measurements:

- Basic White card base 11 x 4 ¼, score at 5 ½
- Flirty Flamingo 4 ¾ x 3 5/8
- Mossy Meadow 4 ¾ x 3 ¼
- Basic White 4 ¾ x 3 1/8

Instructions:
1. Stamp bouquet of flowers onto basic white piece of card stock using tuxedo black memento ink.
2. Color leaves and stems using old olive and mossy meadow stampin’ blends. Use the small stiff ends of the blends because the images are so small and so the color doesn’t bleed outside of the lines.
3. Start with the lightest color (old olive) and color the whole leaf. As you add darker colors add less color the darker it gets. Once the leaf is colored, blend the colors together using the light old olive blend. Start blending where the lightest area of the leaf is and blend it into the darker color. If you start in the area where it is dark that dark color will bleed into the lighter areas and it won't give you the variation of colors/shadows that you want to keep.

4. Color the roses and flowers that aren't daisies with the flirty flamingo blends. Do one flower at a time starting with the light blend. Add just a small strip of the dark blend in each of the petals, then go over each petal again with the light blend to blend the colors together (start with the light color and work your way into the dark color).

5. Color the bow using flirty flamingo. Start with light, add the dark, then blend with the light color.

6. Color the daisies (except the middle) with light so saffron blend. Add a touch of dark so saffron into each of the petals closest to the middle of the flower. Blend colors together with the light so saffron blend (only on the two big daisies).

7. Color the center of each daisy with the dark flirty flamingo blend.

8. Attach card stock with your colored image to the mossy meadow piece using your choice of adhesive.

9. Attach the mossy meadow card stock to the flirty flamingo card stock.

10. Before you attach everything to the basic white card base, score lines at the top and bottom of your card (from the inside so it bumps out on the outside). Score ¼ of an inch from the top and from the bottom.

11. Attach main piece to card base with adhesive of your choice.

12. On the inside of the card stamp a small bit of the bouquet in the bottom right corner of the card using black memento ink.
Bouquet of Hope – Extra Bouquet of Balloons
February 2021

Supplies
- **Stamp Set**: Bouquet of Hope - Paper Pumpkin February 2021
- **Cardstocks**: Basic White – 159276, Magenta Madness - 153080
- **Stampin’ Pads**: Tuxedo Black Memento – 132708
- **Miscellaneous**: 2020-2022 In Color Stampin’ Write Markers – 153125, Balloon Bouquet Punch – 140609, 2020-2022 In Color 6 x 6 Designer Series Paper - 153070, adhesive of your choice

Measurements:
- Basic White – 3 ¼ x 4 ½ and 5 ½ x 8 ½ folded in half for card base
- Magenta Madness – 3 ¾ x 5
- Scraps of In-Color designer series paper for punching

Instructions:
1. Stamp the Bouquet image in the center of the smaller piece of Basic White and stamp the sentiment directly below it. Color the bow with coordinating marker.
2. Mat this piece with the Magenta Madness cardstock.
3. Punch out balloons from the designer series paper and arrange to cover flowers.
4. Adhere balloons in place and glue card front to card base.
Bouquet of Hope EXTRA – In Colors
February 2021

Supplies
- **Stamp Set:** Bouquet of Hope - Paper Pumpkin February 2021
- **Cardstocks:** Basic White – 159276, Rococo Rose – 150882, Terracotta Tile – 150884, Pretty Peacock – 150880, Seaside Spray – 150883, Purple Posy - 150881
- **Stampin’ Pads:** Momento Black - 132708
- **Stampin’ Write Markers:** 2019 – 2021 In Colors - 150079

Measurements:
- In Color 4 ¼” x 11” scored at 5 ½” card base
- Basic White 5” x 3 ½”

Instruction:
1. From the Basic White 5” x 3 ½” piece, die cut a rectangle.
2. Stamp the bouquet on to the rectangle with Momento Black ink.
3. Use the In Color Stampin’ Write Markers to flick ink on to the Basic White Layer.
4. Emboss the front panel of the cardbase with the Painted Textures folder.
5. Adhere ribbon to the front of the card.
6. Adhere Basic White layer to the front of the card.
7. Add butterfly Gems.
Supplies

- **Stamp Set**: Bouquet of Hope - Paper Pumpkin February 2021
- **Cardstocks**: Basic White – 159276, Rococo Rose – 150882, Mossy Meadow - 133676
- **Stampin' Pads**: Black Memento – 132708, Mossy Meadow – 147111, Rococo Rose - 150080
- **Stampin' Blends**: Rococo Rose – 154900, Mossy Meadow - 154890

**Measurements:**
- Mossy Meadow 4 ¼” X 11” scored at 5 ½”
- Rococo Rose: 3 7/8” X 5 1/8”, 3” X 3 ¾”
- Mossy Meadow: 3 ¼” X 4”
- Basic White 3 ¾” X 5”, 4” X 5 ¼”, 2 ¾” X 3 ½”

**Instruction:**

1. Cut a piece of Mossy Meadow card stock 4 ¼” X 11”; scored at 5 ½”. Fold in half to create your card.
2. On the Basic White card stock 3 ¾” X 5” stamp the sentiment across the bottom using Black Memento ink.
3. Attach to the Rococo Rose card stock 3 7/8” X 5 1/8” and attach to your card front.
4. On the 2 ¾” X 3 ½” piece of Basic White card stock stamp the Flower Bouquet using Black Memento ink.
5. Color in the Flower Bouquet with the Rococo Rose and Mossy Meadow Stampin’ Blends.
6. Using the blade edge of your scissors; scrape the side edges of the card stock giving it a rough edge all the way around.
7. Attach to the Rococo Rose card stock 3” X 3 ¾”. Rough up the sides again like you did to the Basic White piece.
8. Attach to the Mossy Meadow card stock 3 ¼” X 4”. Rough up the sides again like you did for the Basic White and Rococo Rose pieces.
9. Attach to your card front using dimensionals.
10. On the Basic White 4” X 5 ¼” card stock stamp the little flower trio using Rococo Rose ink in the upper left hand corner and stamp the leaves using Mossy Meadow ink.
11. Attach to the inside of your card.
Supplies

- **Stamp Set**: Bouquet of Hope - Paper Pumpkin February 2021
- **Cardstocks**: Basic Black - 121045, Basic White – 159276, Thick Basic White – 159229, Rococo Rose - 150882
- **Stampin’ Pads**: Black Memento – 132708, Granny Apple Green – 147095, Rococo Rose - 150080
- **Stampin’ Blends**: Rococo Rose – 154900, Daffodil Delight – 154883, Granny Apple Green - 154885
- **Miscellaneous**: Hippo & Friends Dies - 153585, Ornate Floral 3D Embossing Folder – 152725, Pearl Basic Jewels – 144219, Opal Rounds – 154289, Banners Pick a Punch - 153608

Measurements:

- Basic White Thick 5 ½” X 8 ½” score at 4 ¼”
- Basic Black 3 7/8” X 5 1/8”, ¾” X 5 ½”
- Rococo Rose 3 ¼” X 5”
- Basic White 3 ¾” X 3 ¾”

Instruction:

1. Cut a piece of thick Basic White card stock 5 ½” X 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼”; fold in half to create your card.
2. Place the 3 ¾” X 5” Rococo Rose card stock inside the Ornate Floral 3D embossing folder and run it through your Cut & Emboss machine.
3. Attach to the Basic Black 3 7/8” X 5 1/8” card stock and attach to your card front.
4. Using the Banner Pick a Punch; punch 1 end of the ¾” X 5 ½” Basic Black card stock; so it ends up measuring ¾” X 5 ¼”.
5. Attach to your card front across the center as shown.
6. On a piece of Basic White card stock 3 ¾” X 3 ¾” stamp the Flower Bouquet using Black Memento ink.
8. Die cut out the Bouquet using the largest die from the Hippo & Friends dies.
9. Attach to your card front as shown using dimensionals.
10. Attach the tiny pearls to 3 of the flowers in the Bouquet.
11. Attach two Opal Rounds as shown.
12. On the inside of your card stamp the little flower bouquet using the Rococo Rose ink and the leaves using Granny Apple Green ink in the upper left and bottom right hand corners.
Bouquet of Hope, ‘Somber Bouquet’
February 2021

"All images © 1990-2021 Stampin' Up!®"

Supplies:

- **Stamp Set**: Bouquet of Hope #158422
- **Cardstock**: Crumb Cake #120953, Basic White #159276
- **Stampin’ Pad**: Versamark #102283, Mossy Meadow #147111
- **Accessories**: Hippo & Friends Dies #153585 Tasteful Textile 3D Embossing Folder #152718, Elegant Faceted Gems #152464, Mossy Meadow Braided Linen Trim #154298, White Stampin' Embossing Powder #109132, Stampin’ Chalk Marker #132133

Measurements:

- Card Base Crumb Cake 5 ½ x 8 ½, score at 4 ¼, 4 x 5 ¼
- Whisper White 4 x 5 ¼ (inside), 2 ½ x 2 ½

Instructions:

1. Fold the card base on the score line and burnish the fold.
2. Use Hippo & Friends die to cut the 4 x 5 ¼ Crumb Cake. Emboss the panel using the Tasteful Textile embossing folder. Note: It is best in this order to prevent flattening the embossed area.
3. To determine the correct placement for stamping the bouquet image, center the 4 x 5 ¼ Crumb Cake panel over the card base front and lightly mark the hole’s perimeter in pencil. Stamp the image using Versamark ink and heat emboss using White embossing powder. Erase pencil marks.

4. Use the Stampin’ Chalk Marker to color in the ribbon and roses on the embossed image.

5. Tie a small bow using the Mossy Meadow Braided Linen Trim, attach to the bouquet using a glue dot.

6. Center and attach the 4 x 5 ¼ Crumb Cake panel to the card front using dimensionals.

7. Stamp the sentiment on the 2 ½ x 2 ½ Basic White panel in Mossy Meadow ink. Use the Hippo & Friends die to cut the sentiment. Use dimensionals to attach the sentiment to the lower right side of the card front. Randomly add three Elegant Faceted Gems for the finishing touch.

8. Inside of card: Stamp the bouquet of flowers using Mossy Meadow ink in the lower right corner of the 4 x 5 ¼ Basic White panel. Adhere to the inside of the card.
Supplies
- **Stamp Set**: Bouquet Of Hope - Paper Pumpkin February 2021
- **Cardstocks**: Watercolor Paper -149612, Basic White -159276, Mossy Meadow - 133676, Flirty Flamingo -141416
- **Stampin’ Pads**: Mossy Meadow -147111 *also in your kit, Flirty Flamingo -147052
- **Miscellaneous**: 1½” Circle Punch -138299, 2” Circle Punch -133782, Water Painters - 151298, Stampin' Seal – 152813

Measurements:
- Basic White 8½ x 5½ score at 4¼ card base, 1½” Circle.
- Flirty Flamingo 5¼ x 4
- Mossy Meadow 5 x 3¾, 2” Circle Punch
- Watercolor Paper 4¾ x 3½

Instruction:
1. Using the Water Painter brush apply water on to the watercolor paper.
2. Using a clear block tap on the Mossy Meadow ink pad.
3. Using the Water Painter bush and the Mossy Meadow ink on the clear block brush ink/water on half of the watercolor paper.
4. Wash the clear block and repeat with the Flirty Flamingo at the top half.
5. Let DRY.
6. Stamp the bouquet of flower using Mossy Meadow ink.
7. Stamp the greeting with Mossy Meadow ink and the 3 little flowers using Flirty Flamingo ink on to the 1½ circle punch.
8. Adhere to the 2” circle.
9. Adhere all layers to the front of the card base.
10. Inside stamp the verse using Mossy Meadow ink and the little flowers with Flirty Flamingo in.
Bouquet of Hope – “Umbrella of Flowers”
Bouquet of Hope – February 2021

Supplies:
- **Stamp Set:** Bouquet of Hope – February 2021
- **Cardstocks:** Seaside Spray -100867, Basic White 159229– Rococo Rose -150882
- **Stampin’ Pads:** Memento Black – 132708, Rococo Rose – 150080, Seaside Spray – 150085, Crushed Curry - 147087
- **Designer Series paper:** In Color 6”x 6” Designer Series Paper Assortments 2019-2021 - 153071
- **Miscellaneous:**
  - Rococo Rose 1/2” Scallop Linen Trim – 149704, Umbrella Builder Punch – 151293, Stampin’ Dimensionals – 104430, Stamping Sponges - 141337

Measurements:
- Seaside Spray Cardstock 8-1/2” x 5-1/2” score at 4-1/4” - card base
- Basic White Cardstock 5-1/4”x 4”
- Rococo Rose DSP (woodgrain pattern) 1-1/2” x 4” plus scrap polka dot pattern for the Umbrella punch
- Seaside Spray DSP (textured pattern) scrap for the large Umbrella punch
- Rococo Rose scrap (large enough for the handle of the umbrella)
- Seaside Spray scrap (large enough for the handle of the umbrella)

Instructions:
1. Fold the card base on the center score line.
2. Attach the DSP (woodgrain pattern)1-1/2” x 4” to the bottom of the Card Base
3. Attach the Rococo Rose ribbon around this layer and tie a “Faux Bow” at the front.
4. Stamp the greeting just above the ribbon layer using Memento Ink.
5. Punch two umbrellas using the Umbrella builder punch and the Rococo Rose and Seaside spray dsp.
6. Punch the matching handles using matching cardstock colors
7. Stamp the small flower image using Crushed Curry Ink in the area that will be behind the small umbrella
8. Stamp the small flower image using Rococo Rose Ink in the area that will be behind the large umbrella
9. Stamp the two small “leaf or Tear drop” shapes using seaside spray ink.
10. Attach the umbrellas over top of the flowers using Stampin dimensionals.
11. Sponge the edges using Rococo Rose ink.
12. Attach to the card front.